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Simple, super-clear instructions for knotting ten different natural-fiber bracelets, along with 150 feet

of hemp and an assortment of beads. The look is organic, casual and altogether cool.Comes With:

150 feet of hemp, assorted beads&#149; Create wonderful things &#149; Be good &#149; Have fun
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I bought this same book when I was in high school. I now buy it for the little girls in my family. It is

the best, simplest guide to a variety of hemp jewelry styles. The best thing about the Klutz books is

that there are pictures with every single step. I have never seen that in any other guide. There's

always a step or two that absolutely don't make sense without pictures from any other set. This is by

far the one and only guide you'll need for hemp jewelry.

Have learned how to make these bracelets now and more. The hemp is good quality. The

explanations are clear and helpful. The beads are plain and ugly but beads can be bought at ,

Hobby Lobby, Michaels, Joanne's etc... Love the book!!



I had this exact set when I was young. I bought this for my niece and was disappointed to see that

there are barely any beads included - I think I had my own supply of beads when I used this. Other

than that, I remember having a lot of fun making these bracelets and hope the recipient does as

well.

Okay So im 16 years old and I wanted to learn how to make hemp bracelets so much. I ordered this

and it came right away and its so adorable. I love them for the summer especially.they also make

great anklet bracelets. And they never run out of style. I ordered it Last year and I still have alot

more to make for this year. The instructions are simple and easy to follow. And i bought additional

beads to put on them and they are also cute. Me and my friends made dozens this year and we

weae them everywhere. This a must have if your young looking for cool bracelets.

Loved the klutz books as a kid! Bought this for my niece and she absolutely loves it. She has been

making hemp bracelets for two weeks straight now. She is at that age where she is still much a kid,

but less interested in playing with toys like she used to. She is really into crafts, she has done just

about ever craft in the book. She wanted a bigger kid craft. This was perfect for her, its just as easy

as other jewelry to make, but it looks trendy. And her mom enjoys it too.

I loved this book, the pictures help so much because they show what the directions say. I was very

pleased with the illustrations and the directions, added with the materials that were needed. It has

been a book I have used and used and it is so helpful to show others what you are talking about.

Great service and product, thanks

Came with beads that do not fit on cording
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